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Preface
This issue contains extended versions of selected papers from the 6th International Workshop on the Foundations of
Coordination Languages and Software Architectures (FOCLASA’07).
A number of hot research areas are currently sharing the common problem of combining concurrent, distributed,
mobile and heterogeneous services and components, while harnessing the intrinsic complexity of the resulting systems.
These include Web services, multi-agent systems, peer-to-peer systems, grid computing, and component-based systems.
Fundamental approaches for tackling these issues rely on foundational works in the context of coordination languages and
software architectures, which are generally claimed to improve software productivity, enhance maintainability, advocate
modularity, promote reusability, and lead to systemswhich aremore tractable andmore amenable to verification and global
analysis.
The objective of the FOCLASA workshops (http://foclasa.lcc.uma.es) is to bring together researchers and practitioners of
the aforementioned fields, in order to share and identify common problems, and to devise general solutions in the contexts
of coordination languages and software architectures.
FOCLASA’07 was held in Lisbon (Portugal) on September 8th, 2007. From the eleven research works that were presented
at FOCLASA’07, an initial selection of papers was made by the Program Committee, and their authors were invited to submit
an extended version to this special issue. These extended papers went through an anonymous peer review process, and the
revised versions of the three papers finally accepted are included in this special issue. We believe that the papers presented
here provide key insights into different aspects of coordination languages and software architectures.
With the development of software reuse and distributed computing, coordination is becoming one of themain paradigms
for systems design and implementation, e.g., in the Web service domain with choreography languages as opposed to
orchestration languages. However, in the recent years, very different languages and models have been proposed, making it
difficult for one to select the candidate that would better suit one’s needs. In the first article of this special issue, Comparing
three coordinationmodels: Reo, ARC, and PBRD, Talcott et al. tackle this issue by proposing coordination features as comparison
criteria for coordination languages andmodels. Accordingly, the authors thoroughly compare three exogenous coordination
models: Reo, the Actors–Roles–Coordinators (ARC) model, and the Policy-based Reflective Russian Dolls (PBRD) model.
These three models cover a wide spectrum of communication mechanisms including synchronous and asynchronous,
message based and channel based. They also represent a variety of organization principles such as roles, hierarchical
reflection, nesting of circuits, and mechanisms for hiding. Mappings between semantic models of the three models are
defined for asynchronous message passing. Going further with this formal comparison, the authors also show how these
three models address a particular coordination problem, namely coordinating different jobs in a factory.
The Reo coordination language is also a focus of the second article, Modeling dynamic reconfigurations in Reo using
high-level replacement systems, where Krause et al. propose an approach for the definition, analysis, and execution
of dynamic reconfiguration in Reo. Dynamic reconfiguration in coordination languages is of particular interest in the
case of continuously changing environments. The authors’ proposal is based on the graph rewriting framework, more
specifically high-level replacement systems. The authors first propose modeling Reo connectors using typed hypergraphs.
Reconfigurations are then modeled as graph-rewrite rules. Analysis is supported in several ways. Static verification of
reconfiguration rules can be achieved using critical pair analysis. Further, structural and behavioral invariants can be defined
to ensure consistency of dynamically reconfigurable systems and can be checked using graph grammar state space analysis
and model-checking. Finally, the authors address execution with a reference implementation for the proposed dynamic
reconfiguration approach. It is worth noticing that the proposed approach is completely tool-supported and integrates with
existing execution engines for Reo.
Last but not least, in their article, simpA: An agent-oriented approach for programming concurrent applications on top of Java,
Ricci et al. address the problemof programming concurrent applications by injecting into object-oriented languages features
and mechanisms from an agent-oriented approach. They develop a model made up of agent and artifact abstractions –
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modelling autonomous vs. function-oriented computational entities. Accordingly, the authors introduce the simpA language
and address both its formalization – using a process algebra – and its implementation. Overall, this work paves the
way towards the idea of using high-level abstractions inspired by agent-oriented computing for the implementation of
concurrent applications. The authors demonstrate their approach in practice on a mainstream object-oriented language,
namely Java, while implementation is achieved through the Java Annotation Framework.
Many people have contributed to making this special issue possible. Besides the authors of the papers, we would like
to thank the members of the Program Committee of the workshop: Farhad Arbab (CWI, The Netherlands), Luis Barbosa
(University of Minho, Portugal), Antonio Brogi (University of Pisa, Italy), Carlos Canal (University of Málaga, Spain), Serge
Haddad (ENS Cachan, France), Atsushi Igarashi (University of Kyoto, Japan), Paola Inverardi (University of L’Aquila, Italy),
Valérie Issarny (INRIA/ARLES project team, France), Jean-Marie Jacquet (University of Namur, Belgium), Nickolas Kavantzas
(Oracle, USA), Ronaldo Menezes (Florida Institute of Technology, USA), John-Jules Ch. Meyer (Universiteit Utrecht, The
Netherlands), George Papadopoulos (University of Cyprus, Cyprus), Ernesto Pimentel (University of Málaga, Spain), Pascal
Poizat (University of Évry, France), Julian Rathke (University of Sussex, United Kingdom), Alessandro Ricci (University of
Bologna, Italy), Miguel Valero (Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain), Mirko Viroli (University of Bologna, Italy), Jan
Vitek (Purdue University, USA), and Danny Weyns (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium). Our thanks go also to Ana
Cristina Vieira de Melo and Andrea Omicini who kindly agreed to help us with the selection and reviewing of the papers
in this special issue. Two articles that had been submitted included one author from the FOCLASA’07 Program Committee.
To ensure fairness and the quality of the reviewing process, these articles were managed directly and transparently by the
journal Editorial Board. We are grateful for this to Jan Bergstra and the anonymous reviewers. Last but not least, we would
like to thank the Science of Computer Programming Editorial Assistant, Bas van Vlijmen, who helped us a lot throughout
with the editing process.
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